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This study aimed to describe the English with Madurese in the conversation made by the students at SMPN 1 Klampis. More especially, this study is aimed to (1) Describe the patterns of English speaking dialect used by Madurese students on A class of second grade at SMPN 1 Klampis. This study is aimed to know the kind of error in the conversation which utter by the students as the result of influence by Madurese structure. (2) Reveal the factors of using English speaking dialect occur in the English conversation used by Madurese students of SMPN 1 Klampis.

Descriptive qualitative method is used in this research, because the data consist of words instead of number. By using this method the researcher can describe dialect pattern in the English conversation made by Madurese students on A class of second grade at SMPN 1 Klampis in Bangkalan Madura. Those data were analyzed, classified and interpreted them, which were in the research question.

The results of this research conclude that English dialect which utter by the students have influence by Madurese structure. Dialect that find are the phonology that caused by sound change. Second is grammar arrangement caused by the wrong grammar change in English. So, in vocabulary variation there is new word adding in English by the students. The researcher also finds the factors of using English speaking dialect occur in the English conversation used by Madurese students on A class of second grade at SMPN 1 Klampis. First is the lack of vocabulary, so they difficult to find the exact word. Second is they influence the English with Madurese structure because their habit using madurese language.